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Abstract 
Kernel Andorra Prolog is a framework for nondeterministic concurrent constraint logic pro- 
gramming languages. Many languages, such as Prolog, GtIC, Parlog, and Atomic Herbrand, 
can be seen asinstances of this framework, by adding specific constraint systems and constraint 
operations, and optionally by imposing further estrictions on the language and the control of 
the computation model. 
We systematically revisit the description in Haridi and Janson [HJg0], adding the formal 
mact~inery which s necessary in order to completely formalize th  control of the computation 
model. To this we add a formal description of the transformational semantics of Kernel Andorra 
Prolog. The semantics of Kernel Andorra Prolog is a set of or.trees which also captures infinite 
computations. 
1 In t roduct ion  
Kernel Andorra Prolog is language framework that is specifically designed to combine the program- 
ming paradigms of Prolog and committed choice languages [HJ91], allowing fully general combina- 
tions. The proposed family of languages are guarded efinite clause languages, with deep guards, and 
three guard operators (wait, cut, and commit). In general, the machinery of deep guards is necessary 
in nondeterministic languages, for selecting a single solution, or collecting all solutions for a given 
goal. In particular the generalization to deep guards is essential to achieve the goal of simultane- 
ously subsuming Prolog and exploiting independent and dependent parallelism. Deep guards can 
*The visit at SICS of Catuscia Palamidessi, during which this work wascarried out, has been supported by the 
project Andorra 
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also be used to encapsulate nondeterministic transformational p rts of a program while maintaining 
a reactive indeterministic computation at an outer level. 
The computation model of Kernel Andorra Prolog (KAP) is a generalization f the Andorra Model 
for pure definite clauses [War87, HB88]. The Andorra Model exploits implicit and-parallelism in the 
execution of definite clauses. The generalized model features a carefully controlled nondeterminism, 
which is available uniformly in a computation. 
The framework is parameterized with the constraint system used, and the chosen set of constraint 
operations with their respective activation c nditions. Also, in some specific cases, sequential ordering 
between goals is necessary to achieve the desired synchronisation effects. 
The exposition depends partly on an intuitive understanding of KAP as given in [HJ90]. However 
we have tried to make the paper as self contalnted as possible within the size limit. 
2 The Basic Andorra Model 
The Andorra model is defined for pure Horn clauses. It gives priority to deterministic computation 
over nondeterministic computation, as nondeterministic steps are likely to multiply work. 
The Andorra model divides a computation into deterministic and nondeterministic phases. First, all 
atomic goals for which it is known that at most one clause would succeed are reduced using a single 
clause during the deterministic phase. (These goals can be reduced in and-parallel.) Then, when no 
such goal is left, some goal is chosen for which all clauses are tried; this is called the nondeterministic 
phase. The computation then proceeds with a deterministic phase on each or-branch. 
The key concept here is the notion of determinacy. An atomic goal is said to be deterministic when 
there is at most one candidate clause that would succeed for the goal. As soon as it is known that 
an atomic goal has become deterministic, the goal can either be reduced by a single clause, or fall, 
if it was known that no clause would apply. It is not considered to be an error if the mechanism for 
detecting the determinacy of goals fails to detect that a goal is deterministic. In general, nothing 
less than complete execution will establish this property. 
The Andorra model has a number of interesting consequences. 
Firstly, the Andorra model allows deterministic goals to be run in and-parallel, extracting implicit 
and-parallelism from the program. 
Secondly, the notion of determinacy in the Andorra model gives a reasonably strong form of syn- 
chronization. As long as a goal is able to produce data deterrninistically, no consumer of this data is 
allowed to run ahead (if it does not know what to consume). This allows specification of concurrent 
processes, 
Thirdly, the Andorra model reduces the seaxch space by executing the deterministic goals first. Goals 
can fall early, and the constraints produced by a reduction can reduce the number of alternatives 
for other goals. This has been proved to be very relevant for the coding of constraint satisfaction 
problems [Kor89, Sar89b, BG89, HB88, Yan89]. 
The Andorra model in items: 
• An  atomic goal falls if it is known that no clause would succeed for the goal. 
• An  atomic goal can be reduced using a single clause when it is known that all other clauses 
would necessarily fall for the goal. 
• When no goal is known to be deterministic, all clauses in its definition are tried for some goal. 
3 The  Extended Computat ion  Mode l  
The extended computation model takes advantage of the principles underlying the Andorra model 
to control nondeterminism in a "deep ~ concurrent language. Atomic goals may start in and-parallel, 
performing local computations, by an operation called local forking. Local computations are recursive 
Andorra computations that are logically independent. A local computation may receive information 
from its environment, but cannot communicate its results to the uncle goals until a promotion 
operation is performed. In KAP each clause is divided into a guard and a body. Local computations 
are performed by the goals of the guards of the candidate clauses. Promotion takes ptace when one 
or more guard executions terminate (depending on the guard operator). Promotion has three main 
forms. Determinate promotion is performed when a local computation reduces to a single branch. 
This generalizes the Andorra determinacy test. Nondeterminate promotion isperformed when a local 
computation reduces to several branches; this introduces nondeterminism bycreating an or-tree and 
distributing the uncle goals into each branch of the local computation, indeterminate promotion is 
performed when the guard operator is a pruning operator, selecting only one successful branch of 
the local computation. 
Now, the language and the configurations are defined. Then, the transition rules that start guard 
execution, perform commit, etc, are described. 
3.1 Kernel Andorra Prolog (KAP): the language 
Let Var be an infinite set of variables, with typical elements z,V,z,..., Let Con be a set of n- 
adic data constructors, with typical elements a, b, e... (constant symbols) and f,g, h .... (function 
symbols). Terms (Term), t,u,..., atoms (Atom), A,B, ... and substitutions (Subst) are defined as 
usual. Elementary atoms H, K, ..., are atoms of the form p(~), where p is a predicate and ~ is a tuple 
of distinct variables. A clause is an object of the form 
H :- choice~(T1,..., 7',) 
such that the T~'s are simple guarded goals (see below). The variables in H are called parameters. 
The symbol % stands for a guard operator. There are three possible guard operators, namely '!', 'l' 
or ':'. A KAP program is a set of clauses. Each clause represents he definition of one predicate. We 
assume that each predicate occurring in the program is defined by exactly one clause of the program. 
(program) 
(cla~e) 
(head) 
(simple choice boz) 
(simple guarded goal} 
(simple guard) 
(bodu) 
(atomic goal) 
(guard operator) 
::= (set o/clauses) 
::= (head) :- (simple choice boz) 
::= (elementary atom) 
::= choice(guard operator)( (sequence of simple guarded goals)) 
::= [(simple gua,'d)l(bo@) 
::= ~(set of .a~/ables).a~d((sequenee of atomic goats);true) 
::= (sequence of atomic goals) 
::= (elementary atom) ] (constraint operation) 
::= ' : ' l ' r  I T  
For technical reasons, we assume that in a simple choice box 
choice~ ([3Z1.P1]B1,..., [3Z,.P,]B,) 
the sets of variables Z1,..., Z, are pairwise disjoint. Moreover, we assume that Z1,... ,  Zn contain 
all local variables of a clause, namely those variables occurring in the choice box and not in the head. 
A program is considered to be closed under all possible variable renaming. 
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The language is paxametrized with a constraint theory. The set of formulas of this theory, with 
typical elements #, a, ¢ . . . .  , will be denoted by Constraints. The existential closure of ~ is denoted 
by 3(t9). We say that ~ is consistent iff ~ 3(t9), where the symbol ~ stands for logical validity with 
respect o the given theory. We assume that the theory is decidable, therefore J is inconsistent if[ 
-~. We say that ~ entails a iff ~ ~ D a. 
Unification, and the like, are performed by primitive constraint operations. The notation op(¢) 
denotes a primitive operation papplied to the constraint ¢. A constraint operation may suspend 
until its activation condition s satisfied. Some primitive operations axe described later (see section 
6.1). 
4 The  t rans i t ion  sys tem for Kerne l  Andor ra  P ro log  
We define the operational semantics of KAP via a transition system. This system is essentially based 
on the rewriting system defined in [HJg0] for describing the computational model of Andorra Prolog. 
The set of configurations i defined by the following grammar 
(goal) ::= (or box) l (and box) 
(or box) ::= or((goal), (goal)) 
(and boz) ::= 3(set of variables). 
and( (sequence of local goals);(constraint) ) 
(local goal) ::= (atomic goal) I (choice box) 
(choice box) ::= choice(guard operator)((sequenee of guarded goals)) 
• (guarded goal} ::= [(goal)](body) 
We use Goal, LocaIGoal,... ere, to denote the sets generated by (goal), (local goal), ... etc. The 
symbols A, B, C stand for local goals, P, Q, R stand for goals, and S, T stand for guarded goals. 
Moreover, GeneralGoal, with typical element g, will denote the set Goal U LoealGoal. 
The set of sequences ofexistentially quantified constraints Seq, with typical dement s, is the smallest 
set such that 
• )~ E Seq (the empty sequence) 
* V~ G Constraints Vs G Seq VX C Var 3X.#os G Seq 
The symbol o stwuds for sequence concatenation. 
The logical meaning O, of a sequence s of existentially quantified constraints i  defined as follows: 
• Ox = t rue  
• 03X.Oo, = 3X. (~  ^  0 , )  
Sometimes we will need the conjuction of constraints with all variables free; for this we use O, defined 
as follows: 
• O~ = t rue  
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The notion of consistency and entailment is extended to sequences in the following way. A sequence 
s is consistent iff ~ 3(O,), and it is inconsistent iff ~ -,Os. s entails BX.tr (or, a does not restrict 
the environment outside X) iff ~ {~, D 3X.a (or, equivalently, if[ ~ O, D Ooo3x.,). 
The transition system is a pair (Conf,--*), where Conf = GeneralGoal U {fail, deadlock}, and 
is a class of transition relations on Conf 
{e ~r :  e e (o,~,}, m ~ {F, a}, s ~ Seq} 
o, u stand for ordered and unordered respectively, and refer to the context of the configuration. A 
transition c g ---~ d will be represented ast ~- e -*~ d. When the context information is irrelevant 
to a particular transition rule, we omit the symbol g F-. 
F, G stand for guess free and not guess free respectively. The subscript s indicates the environment 
that the configuration is assumed to have when the transition takes place. Namely, c ~ d means 
that it is possible to make a transition from c to d in the mode m when the environment of c is s. 
In the following, we assume the program W to be fixed. In an and-box BX.and(.4;0), X represents 
the set of immediate local variables of the box. This information is necessary to deal with execution 
and suspension of the constraint operations. 
A tuple of goals is represented by a bar, so, for instance S, T stand for tuples of guarded goals, etc. 
The empty and-box 3X.and(;0) is simply represented by 3X.fl. 
We introduce the notion of variables local to a general goal, vat(g). 
• ,ar(p(~l,..., ~,)) = {~1,..., ~.} 
• var(op(¢)) = var(¢) 
* var(or(P,Q)) = vat(P) U vat(Q) 
• var(3X, and(Ai, . . . ,An;0)) = X U var(Al) U . . .  U var(An) U vat(O) 
• var(choice%(S1,..., Sn)) = vat(S1) 0 . . .  0 var(Sn) 
. vat([P][3) = var(P) 
Computat ion  Ru les  
Local Forking 
An elementary atom A can be transformed into the choice-box associated with the definition of 
the predicate of A. The parameters are replaced by the arguments of A. This is expressed by the 
following rule 
If A = p(yl, . . .  ,y,) and p(xl , . . .  ,x , )  :- B belongs to W, where vat(B) N {yl , . . .  ,yn} = 0, then 
A "-*~ Ba 
where a = {z , lyx , . . . ,  z , l y ,}  and Ba is the application of the substitution a to B. 
The structural rules of the transition system will guarantee that variables introduced by the local 
forking are different from the variables of the global configuration. 
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Pr imit ive Constraint Rules 
Constraint operations are the only ones that can modify the environment. There are three transition 
rules corresponding to successful execution, failure and suspension. 
Some constraint operations, corresponding to the actions of existing languages like Prolog, GHC, 
Parlog, and Atomic Herbrand, are d scribed in section 6.1. 
activ(op, X, ¢, a, s) 
3X.and(,], op(¢),/~; a) --*,P 3X.and(ii,/~; a h ¢) if ~ 3(O,o3x.~^¢) 
i.e. if the activation condition of op(¢) holds (with respect to X, a and s) and 3X.a ^  ¢ is consistent 
with its environment. The activation condition will depend both on the specific onstraint operation 
and s. 
Determinate  Promot ion  
If after the completion ofthe guard execution only one guarded goal is left within a choice box, then 
it can be extracted, according to the following rule 
3X.and(~i, cholce% ([3Y.¢]/~), ~1';~) --*~ 3X U Y.and(/i,/~, A';(a A ¢)) 
Qu ie t  Indetermin is t i c  Promot ion  
A guard execution is quiet if it results in an (empty) and-box, whose constraint does not restrict he 
environment outside the local variables of the box. 
Cut 
After a successful guard execution of one branch, the cut operator prunes all the branches to the 
right. 
F choice!(S, [3Y.a]B) /f ~ O, D 3Y.a. choice! (1~ , [3Y.a]/~, T) -%
Commit 
After a successful guard execution of one branch, the commit operator prunes all the other branches. 
ehoice](S, [3Y.a]/},T) __,F choicel([3y.a]B) if ~ O, D 3Y.a. 
Or Reduct ion  
The or boxes within a choice box are eliminated according to the following rule 
choice% (S, [or(P, Q)]/~, T) ._,F ehoice%(S, [P]J~, [Q]B, T) 
Now we will describe the transitions of guessing rules, marked by the G flag. The use of these rules 
will later be restricted by the control principles of Kernel Andorra Prolog. 
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Nondetermin is t i c  Promot ion  
A goal is in an ordered corttezt if the closest surrounding pruning choice is a cut choice, otherwise it 
is in an unordere~t contezt. 
Ordered Context 
In an ordered context, after the successful execution of the guard, the leftmost branch of a nonde- 
termlnistic hoice within an and-box can be promoted if the computed constraint is consistent with 
the one of the and-box. 
o F 3X.and(A, choice: ([3Y.~b]B, T),.~';~r) - ,~  or( 3(X U Y).and(A,/~, A';(c~ A ~b)), 
3X.and (.4, choice: (T), A';~)) 
@ p 3(~ A ~). 
Unordered Context 
In an unordered context, after the successful execution of the guard, any branch of a nondeterministic 
choice within an and-box can be promoted if the computed constraint is consistent with the one of 
the and box. 
u ~- 3X.and(A, choice: (~, [3Y.~]/~, ~), A';~) __,o or( 3(X U r) .and(A,/~, A';(~ A ~)), 
3X.and(A, choice: (S, 2F), A';a)) 
i/ I= ~(~ A ~). 
Noisy  Indetermin is t i c  Promot ion  
Cut 
When the guard execution of the leftmost branch left in a choice-box is completed successfully and 
the computed constraint is consistent with the constraint of the closest sourrounding and-box, then 
the cut operator prunes all the other branches (to'the right) and the computed constraint is made 
public. 
3X.and(A, choice! ([3Y.~b]/~, '), .4';~) ~a 3(X U Y).and(A,/~, A';(a A ~)) 
@ 1=30A~).  
Commit 
When the guard execution of one branch in a choice-box is completed successfully and the computed 
constraint is consistent with the constraint of the closest sourrounding and-box, then the commit 
operator prunes all the other branches and the computed constraint is made public. 
BX.and(.~, choice I (S, [3Y.~b]B, T), ~';er) _.o 3X U Y.and(A,/~, .~';(~ A ~b)) 
i/ P 30^~). 
Structura l  Ru les  
The following rules allow us to derive the transitions of the configurations depending on the transitions 
that can be made by the components of the configurations. The rule for and boxes will be restrained 
by the condition that the new local variables introduced in a transition of a subgoal must be disjoint 
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with the variables of the other subgoals. This will ensure that all the local variables of different and 
components are always disjoint, thus evoiding clashes of variables. 
Or boxes 
Any transition made by a goal inside an or-box is propagated to the parent box. 
tF -Q- , r  Q' 
t-, or(p, Q) --,r or(P, Q') 
F- or(Q, P) ~ or(Q', P) 
Note that, since Q' is a metavariable on Goals, Q' # fail, deadlock. 
Choice boxes 
Any transition made by a goal inside a choice box is propagated to the parent box. An ordered 
transition can take place if the closest surrounding pruning choice box is a cut choice box. An 
unordered transition can take place if the closest surrounding pruning choice box is a commit choice 
box. 
To formalize this notion, we introduce the following function OH : {o, u} x {:, !, I} ~ {o, u} (ordered- 
unordered) that filters the context informations out of the guard operator. 
• ou( ,  :) = 
* OU(t, l) = o 
• OU( t  1) = u 
IF -Q- ,~ Q' 
= ou(e ,  %) 
t, ~- cho ice~(~,  [Q]B, ~) -~r cho iceu(~,  [Q']& ~) 
And boxes 
Any transition made by a goal inside an and box, with the assumption that the external environment 
is s, generates a transition for the parent box, with a weaker assumption d, such that s is the result 
of appending the sequence s' and the constraint (existentially quantified with respect o the local 
variables) of the and box. Intuitively, this model the fact that the environment of the goal consists 
of the environment and the constraint of the parent and box. 
g t- B ---%~ B' 
* F- 3X.and(A,/~, C;¢) ~ 3X.and(a,  B', C;~/,) 
( .a r (B ' )  \ var(B))n 
var(3X.and(fi, B, C';¢)) = 0 
s = s'o3X.¢ 
Next we specify the transition rules for failure and suspension. Having explicitely these rules in the 
operational model of the language allows to gain in efficiency (the detection of failure allows to prune 
the failing choice branches). 
Fa i lu re  Ru les  
The following rules describe the transitions that bring to failure. 
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Constraint operations 
Any primitive operation op will fail whenever the constraint is not consistent with the environment 
op(~b) _+F, osX.~, fail if ~ -O~ax.~^¢ 
And boxes  
An and box fails when the constraint is inconsistent with its global environment. Notice that this is 
the only rule (apart from the rules on primitives) that depends upon the constraints of the environ- 
ment in the transition relation. 
3X.tmd(.4;~) ..,V fail if ~ "~O,osx~, 
Cho ice  boxes  
A choice box fails when there are no alternatives left. 
choice%0 _,F fail 
S t ruc tura l  Ru les  fo r  Fa i lu re  
The following rules describe the propagation of failing transitions from inner go~ds to the external 
configurations. 
Choice boxes 
Choice boxes simply eliminate failing branches. 
Q _+F fail 
choice~ ( S, [Q]B, T) ~F  choice% (9, T) 
And boxes 
An and box fails whenever one of the local goals fails. Again, the environment condition of the 
internal transition is weakened in the external transition 
B __,v fail s = s'o3X.~b 
3X.and(+t, B, C;~) __+F fail 
Suspension Rules 
Here we describe the rules that bring a configuration to be suspended. We only describe global 
suspension, amely the deadlock of the whole goal. 
Constraint operations 
A constraint operation may suspend when the activation condition of the operation is not satisfied 
and the constraint is consistent with the environment (otherwise it would fail). 
-,aetiv( op, X, ~k, cf, s), 
op(@) --*~x.,~ deadlock if ~ 90~x.~^¢ 
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Structural Rules for Deadlock 
The folloWing rules describe the propagation of deadlock from the inner configurations to the outer 
ones .  
Choice boxes 
Commit  and Wait  
If the the guard operator is t or :, then a choice box deadlocks whenever all the branches get 
deadlocked. 
P1 "~ deadlock,..., P. _,F deadlock 
choice~([P1]/~1,..., [P,]]3,) ~f  deadlock % E {[, :} 
Cut  
If the the guard operator is !, then a choice box deadlocks whenever the first branch gets deadlocked. 
p ..+F deadlock 
choice! ([P]/~, , ~) ~F deadlock 
And boxes 
An and box deadlocks whenever all the internal ocal goals deadlock. Observe that the deadlock of 
one local goal does not cause the deadlock of the whole and box since it can be resumed after the 
execution of some other local goals. This can be modeled by the following rule. 
B1 ._.F deadlock,. . .  B, ~ deadlock 
' 8 = 8'o3X.¢ 
BX.and(B1 . . . . .  B,;¢) --*~ deadlock 
We don't have failure and suspension rules for the or boxes. Internally or boxes are collapsed into 
choice boxes. For external or boxes, we want to preserve the shape of the tree. This issue will be 
exposed in details in the section on operational semantics. 
5 Control of the computat ion model 
A sequence of applications of the transition rules described in the previous section constitute an 
unrestricted derivation or computation of the extended Andorra computation. KAP computations 
axe restricted. The control of KAP has been described informally and motivated in [HJg0]. We will 
just give a brief review to aid the understanding of the following semantic description. KAP always 
prefer deterministic steps over nondeterministic and noisy indeterministic steps. The F-marked rules: 
local forking, deterministic promotion, quiet pruning, constraint rules, etc. are called guess-free rules. 
Nondeterrninistic promotion and noisy pruning are called guessing rules. 
Central to the control of the model is the notion of stability of and-boxes. Stable boxes are boxes 
that cannot be affected by computations in its surrounding environment regardless of the context 
in which it is running. An and-box is called stable if no guess-free rules are applicable to or within 
the box, and no constraint or constraint operation occurring in the box imposes new constraints on 
variables that axe external to the box. 
A context is a general goal "with a hole". 
Definition 5.1 The set Context, with typical element C[ ], is the smallest set such that 
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1. [] E Context 
e. if C[ ] E Context then 
• or(P, C[ ]), or(C[ ], P) E Context 
• 3X. and(.4, C[ ],/];t~) E Contea 
• ehoiee%(S, [C[ ]]Jg, T) E Contea 
Whenever the expression C[q] is legal it wilt denote the general goal obtained by "filling the hole" 
of C[ ] with g. Note that g is a general goal. 
The next definition formalizes the notion of total constraint of a global goal, which gives the set of 
all the constraint sequences in all the subgoals. 
Definition 5.2 The function tc : alobalaoal ~ P(Seq) (the set of all sets of sequences) is defined 
as follows 
• A • Atom ~ tc(A) = {A} 
• op(a) • Primitives ~ tc(op(a)) = {a} 
• S~ = [P~]B~ =~ tc(ehoiee~($1 . . . . .  S,)) = tc(P~) u . . .  U tc(P,) 
• to(or(P, Q)) = tc(P) u tc(q) 
• tc(3x,  and(A,,..., A,;~)) = 3x.~ro(tc(Ad u . . .  u tc(A,)) 
where the operation o is extended on sets. 
We now introduce the notion of stability of and-boxes (with respect o an environment). 
stable(A,s) if ;It • Conf [A --*~ c] and Vs' • tc(A) [~ (~, D O,,] 
The next definition formalizes the notion of environment:, the environment of a configuration is the 
environment of the closest surrounding and-box plus its constraint. We define the environment as a 
function env from contexts to sequences ofconstraints in such a way that env(C[ ]) is the environment 
of the "hole" of C[ ], i.e. the constraint seen by a legal goal g in C[q]. 
Definition 5.3 (environment of a context)  The function env : Context ~ Seq is defined as 
follows:, 
• env([]) = a 
• env(or(P, C[ ])) = env(or(C[ ], P)) = env(C[ ]) 
• env(3X.~d(a ,  C[ ], B;~)) = 3X.aoenv(C[ ]) 
• env(ehoiee~(S, [C[ ]]/~, it)) = env(C[ ]). 
The following definition extends the function Oh/so to filter the informations of ordered and un- 
ordered out of generic ontexts. 
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Def in i t ion  5.4 
• VUox,(l,[])=l 
• OL/o,t (e, or(P, C[ ])) = OUext (e, or(C[], P)) = OL/e.t(l, C[ ]) 
• O/~.t(£, 3X.and(_A, C[ ], B;a)) = O/d=,t(g, C[ ]) 
• O//,~t(£, ehoiee~(:~, [C[ ]]B, T)) = O/4,~t(O//(e, %), C[ ]) 
The restricted Andorra Computation model is defined by the following transition system (based on 
the previous one). The transition relations are labeled by A and describe admissible applications: 
• An application of a guess-free rule is always admissible 
l ~- g -.*~ g' where g' 6 GlobalGoal U {fail, deadlock} 
F g ~A g, 
• An application of a guessing rule is admissible iff 
1. it is applied to (or to a subgoal of) a stable and-box, and 
2. there are no admissible applications of guessing rules to proper subgoais of the rewritten 
box, i.e. it is innermost. Innermost application of G-transition of a goal g is defined as 
follows: 
innermost(g, e s) iff VC[] # [] Yg' [g = C[g'] =~/~c (OU,,t(e, C[ ]) F g' "- '~,(c[])  c)] 
e, F c[g] -,," C[g,] 
• (Compositional Rule) An admissible transition 
configuarations. 
£ }- g "-+~ g' 
~' ~ C[g] - ' f ,  C[g'] 
stabte(C[g],,'), 
innerrnost (g ,I, s) 
e = ouo,,(e', c [  ]) 
s = s'oe.~(C[ t) 
of a stable box can be propagated to outer 
= ouo,t (e,  c[ 1) 
s = s'oen~(C[l) 
Further estrictions of KAP computations are possible, but we regard such restriction as part of the 
semantics of the particular user languages based on KAP. For discussions of possible user languages 
s~e [HJ90]. 
6 Operat iona l  Semant ics  
We give now the definition of the operational semantics of AP in set-theoretic terms. Intuitively, 
the operational semantics of a program is defined by the semantics of the and-boxes that can be run 
under that program, and the semantics of an and-box consists of the set of all the possible collections 
of answers that can be obtained by running it. In general, all the answers that are delivered under 
certain particular indeterministic and nondeterministic choices are collected in an or box. The or 
box has a tree like structure, with the intermediate nodes labeled by or and the leaves labeled by 
and-boxes. The nonempty and-boxes correspond to computations not terminated yet, and we can 
define the semantics as the limit of the or trees obtained along a certain computation (transition) 
chain. This limit can be, in general, an infinite tree, as the computation can deliver an infinite set 
of answers. This allows us to preserve all the information about the computation i the semantic 
structure, and it leaves pace for further abstractions. 
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indeed, different implementations may lead to different notions of observables. For instance, we 
may imagine a situation similar to Prolog, in which the answers are presented in the order they are 
collected by the usual depth-first strategy. A loop along one branch wilt cause the unobservability 
of the answers possibly generated at the fight of that branch. To model this, we can abstract 
from our semantics the sequence of answers obtained by collecting left-to-right he leaves of the 
tree corresponding to a successfully terminated computation. The sequence nds when we get in 
correspondence of a nonterminating and-box. 
Another possibility is to collect in parallel all the answers generated, without any restriction on the 
order in which t ey appear. To model this we can abstract from our semantics the set of the leaves 
corresponding to a successfully terminated computation. 
Definition 6.1 The set 7" (the set of or trees) is the minimal set that satisfies the following condi- 
tions: 
• LET  
• fail, deadlock E 7" 
• if t9 E Constraints and X C_ liar then 3X.t~ E 7" 
• i ft ,  t' E 7" then or(t,t') E 7" 
The set 3" is ordered as follows 
Definition 6.2 The relation <_ is the minimal ordering relation on i]" that satisfies the following 
conditions 
• Yt E T. ±<t  
• Yt, t', u, u' E T.(t <_ u A t' <_ u') D or(t, t') < or(u, u') 
Let (P, <) be an poset (partially ordered set). A directed set in P is a subset D of P such that 
Va, bED3cED[a<c ^ b<_c]. 
An ideal S is a directed set which is downward closed, i.e. such that 
YaES[b<a~bES] .  
The set of ideals of P, ordered by set inclusion, we will denote by (Id(P), c). It is well known 
that it is a Complete Partial Order (i.e. it has a minimum, and each non-empty set of dements 
admits a least upper bound) and it contains a sub-CPO isomorphic to (P, <). (Id(P), C_) is called 
completion by ideals of (P, <). The dements of the subset isomorphic to (P, <) will be denoted by 
the corresponding dements of P. 
Definition 6.3 (The domain of interpretation) The complete partialordev(7 TM, <) (the domain 
of finite and infinite or trees) is the completion by ideals of the poser (7-, <). The least upper bound 
of a directed subset 2) E T "~ will be denoted by UD. [] 
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Definition 6.4 (Operational Semantics) The operational semantics of a program is a function 
O:{o, u} x Goal --* 7~(T~), where Goal is the set of all the goals and 7~(7 TM) is the set of all the 
subsets of 7"% 0 is defined as foUows. 
or(v) = (u~o'(vO: i ~ {o ,1 ,2 , . . .} ,P  = Po, e ~- e~ -~ P~+~} 
Note that the environment of the whole configuration is always empty. The argument g indicates the 
dependence of the operational semantics upon the global computation beein9 considered ordered or 
unordered. OqGoal ~ 7 TM is defined as follows: 
• O'(or(Q, R)) = or(O'(Q), O'(R)). {fail deadlock 
• O'(3X.and(.~i;~))= 3X.~ 
± 
/f 3X.and(A;0) ~ fail 
if 3X.and(.4;0) ~ deadlock 
if A=_a 
otherwise 
Note that, if P0 --*x a ... Pi --*x a ..., then (since P~ ranges over goals, hence it cannot be fail or 
deadlock), {O'(P~)}~>0 is a ch in. Therefore (since a chain is a particular c~e of directed set), the 
definition of O is correct. 
If the constraint system is decidable, then the rules for failure and suspension cover all the cases 
in which the computation rules are not applicable, excepting the or-boxes. Namely, a configuration 
is final only if it is of one of the following forms: fail, deadlock, an empty and-box, or an or-box 
containing only final configurations. This means that the semantics of a configuration is always a set 
maximal objects (possible infinite) in T ~' (i.e., the leaves are not labeled by J_). 
6,1 P r imi t ive  Operat ions  
The primitive operations are the only ones that can modify the environment. The four primitives we 
describe differ in the level of the environment they are allowed to impose constraint on. In particular, 
ask cannot impose any constraint (its constraint must be completely entailed by the environment), 
whilst tell~ can always do it. Between these two extreme cases, there are tello and tells. The first 
can impose contraints on the local variables of the parent and box, whilst the second can impose 
contraints on the local variables of the "granparent" and box. 
• activ(ask, X, ~,, ~, s) - ~ O,o3X~ D ~b 
• activ(tello, X,~b,~,s) = ~ O,°3x.~ D 3X.~ ^  
• activ(tell~,X, ~b, ~, ~) --- true 
• aetiv(tell~,X,~,~r, so3Y.ag) =- ~ O0.~r.Oo3X.~ D 3YUX. (~ ^~ ^c~) 
• activ(tell~, X, ~b, a, s) = true 
7 Re la ted  Work  
Vijay Saraswat defined a laJaguage CP [Sar87] that provides among other things deep guards, a~ 
operator called "don't know commit", related to our "wait" operator, and the concept of blocks, 
which are similar to and-boxes. One of the main differences between CP and our work is our control 
of when to promote nondeterminism. This is also true of Saraswat's thesis [Sax89a]. Also, we 
emphasize fully interleaved execution in a language with deep guards. However, Kernel Andorra 
Prolog is definitely a concurrent constraint language. 
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8 Discussion 
We presented a formal transformational semantics for Kernel Andorra Prolog. The semantics i  
transformational since it desribes the final results of a KAP computation (as a set of abstract trees), 
and there is no notion of interaction with the environment. A number of issues will be addressed 
in the near future. Firstly, since KAP is intended as a framework for implementing some user 
oriented languages, by using the proper constraint operations, we like to prove the correctness of the 
implementation w.r.t a priori given semantics of the user language. 
Another issue is proving the properties of the sublanguages given in [HJ90]. This is partly done in 
[Fro901. 
The semantics given treats and-boxes seen at the outermost level as black boxes until the box either 
succeeds, fails or suspends. This notion is not sufficient, for some of the sublanguages of KAP. In 
particular the Reactive Andorra Prolog which encapsulates nondeterminism in pruning guards, needs 
a more refined notion where actions in an and-box can affect its environment, i.e. some sort of a 
reactive semantics, and observational equivalence based on it. 
Finally we remind the reader, that other more important issues, like efficient implementation, of both 
sequential and parallel machines, and programming methodology and techniques have the highest 
priority and much effort is devoted to them. 
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